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polymorphism in chromosome numbers, resulting from variations in the sex chromosome systems. Three 

different sex chromosome constitutions were identified: Z0/ZZ in S. c. ricini (2n=27/28), neo-Wneo-Z/neo-Zneo-

Z in S. c. walkeri (2n=26/26), and neo-WZ1Z2/Z1Z1Z2Z2 in S. cynthia subsp. indet. (2n=25/26). It has been 

proposed, that the common ancestor of S. cynthia subspecies had a classical WZ/ZZ constitution with diploid 

chromosome number of 2n=28/28 and the neo-sex chromosomes in S. c. walkeri and S. cynthia subsp. indet. 

arose by repeated sex chromosome-autosome fusions. Our sampling effort enabled us to examine five 

populations of S. cynthia with an ancestral-like karyotype with the aim to verify a hypothesis about sex 

chromosome evolution in this species complex. Obtained results suggest that the curious WZ system of S. 

cynthia pryeri may represent an ancestral state of the Samia species complex. However, they do not exclude an 

alternative hypothesis of its derived origine. 
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Abstract Our previous studies revealed a consider-
ably high level of chromosomal polymorphism in
wild silkmoths, Samia cynthia ssp. (Lepidoptera:
Saturniidae). Geographical populations of this species
complex differ in chromosome numbers and show
derived sex chromosome systems including Z0/ZZ in
S. cynthia ricini (2n=27/28; Vietnam), neo-Wneo-
Z/neo-Zneo-Z in S. cynthia walkeri (2n=26/26;
Sapporo, Hokkaido) and neo-WZ1Z2/Z1Z1Z2Z2 in S.
cynthia subsp. indet. (2n=25/26; Nagano, Honshu). In

this study, we collected specimens of S. cynthia pryeri
in Japanese islands Kyushu, Shikoku and Honshu, with
an ancestral-like karyotype of 2n=28 in both sexes and a
WZ/ZZ sex chromosome system, except for one popu-
lation, in which females have lost the W chromosome.
However, the S. cynthia pryeriWchromosome showed a
very unusual morphology: It was composed of a highly
heterochromatic body, which remained condensed
throughout the whole cell cycle and of a euchromatin-
like “tail.” We examined molecular composition of the
Wand neo-W chromosomes in S. cynthia subspecies by
comparative genomic hybridisation and fluorescence in
situ hybridisation with W chromosome painting probes
prepared from laser-microdissected W chromatin of S.
cynthia pryeri. These methods revealed that the molec-
ular composition of highly heterochromatic part of the S.
cynthia pryeriWchromosome is very different and lacks
homology in the genomes of other subspecies, whereas
the euchromatin-like part of the W chromosome corre-
sponds to a heterochromatic part of the neo-W chromo-
somes in S. cynthia walkeri and S. cynthia subsp. indet.
Our findings suggest that the curious WZ system of S.
cynthia pryeri may represent an ancestral state of the
Samia species complex but do not exclude an alternative
hypothesis of its derived origin.
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Introduction

It is generally believed that heteromorphic sex chro-
mosomes have evolved from a homologous pair of
autosomes, independently in diverse lineages of
eukaryotes (Ohno 1967). This has been well demon-
strated in vertebrates, where the sex chromosomes of
mammals, birds and snakes were derived from differ-
ent pairs of autosomes of the common ancestor
(Nanda et al. 1999; Matsubara et al. 2006). However,
recent studies on the origin and evolution of Y chro-
mosomes in species of the Drosophila genus, based on
the whole genome sequences, revealed that the
Drosophila melanogaster Y chromosome does not
share any genes with the X chromosome, except for
Ste-Su(Ste) and rDNA gene clusters (Carvalho 2002).
The lack of homology suggests that the Y chromo-
some has not originated from the X chromosome
partner but may have been derived from a supernu-
merary (B) chromosome (Hackstein et al. 1996;
Graves 2005; Carvalho et al. 2009). The Y chromo-
some is entirely heterochromatic and consists mainly
of transposable elements and repetitive sequences; it
contains only about 20 single-copy genes (Carvalho et
al. 2009; Kaiser and Bachtrog 2010). However, the Y
chromosome in the Drosophila pseudoobscura line-
age is not homologous to the D. melanogaster Y. It is a
neo-Y chromosome that has probably arisen through a
number of sex chromosome–autosome fusions
(Carvalho and Clark 2005). Due to the absence of
recombination in males, the neo-Y chromosome
shows a typical signs of molecular degradation as
found in Drosophila miranda, a close relative of D.
pseudoobscura (Bachtrog 2005; Bachtrog et al. 2008).
The findings in mammals and Drosophila allow us to
understand the origin and evolutionary processes of
the male-limited Y chromosomes in XY systems.

Moths and butterflies (Lepidoptera) have sex chro-
mosome systems with female heterogamety, referred
to as WZ and Z0 depending on the presence or
absence of a W chromosome. Primitive Lepidoptera
share the Z0 system with their sister group, caddis flies
(Trichoptera), and both the groups form the only clade
with heterogametic females among insects (Traut et al.

2007). The W chromosome occurs in the vast majority
of Lepidoptera, specifically in the clades Ditrysia plus
Tischeriina (Traut and Marec 1996; 1997; Lukhtanov
2000; Marec et al. 2010). In many species, the W
chromosome can be identified using comparative
genomic hybridisation (CGH) or genomic in situ
hybridisation (GISH) provided that its DNA content
is sufficiently differentiated from the Z chromosome
(Traut et al. 1999; Sahara et al. 2003b). Furthermore,
results of CGH and GISH suggested that lepidopteran
W chromosomes are predominantly composed of
accumulated repetitive DNA sequences, also occur-
ring but scattered in the other chromosomes (Traut
1999; Traut et al. 1999; Sahara et al. 2003a;
Mediouni et al. 2004; Fuková et al. 2005; Yoshido et
al. 2006). In addition, the complete absence of meiotic
recombination in lepidopteran females resulted in the
accelerated molecular divergence of the maternally
inherited W chromosomes, and hence, some sequence
homologies were found only between W chromo-
somes of very closely related species (Abe et al.
2002; Vítková et al. 2007; Yoshido et al. 2007).
Thus, a little is known about the origin and evolution-
ary processes of the heterochromatin-rich and gene-
poor W chromosomes of Lepidoptera.

In advanced Lepidoptera, the Ditrysia, numerical var-
iations of the standard WZ/ZZ (female/male) sex chro-
mosome system were described, such as Z0/ZZ,
W1W2Z/ZZ and WZ1Z2/Z1Z1Z2Z2 (Suomalainen 1969;
Nilsson et al. 1988; Traut and Marec 1997; Rishi et al.
1999; Yoshido et al. 2005b). The derived systems are
thought to originate either from the loss of the W chro-
mosome (Z0/ZZ) or from sex chromosome–autosome
fusion and fission (Marec et al. 2010; Sahara et al.
2012). These scenarios have also played a role in the
evolution of unique variations of sex chromosome sys-
tems in wild silkmoths, Samia cynthia ssp. (Lepidoptera:
Saturniidae) (Yoshido et al. 2011a). In this species com-
plex, different geographical populations/subspecies
exhibit different sex chromosome constitutions and chro-
mosome numbers: Z0/ZZ (2n=27♀/28♂) in the Eri
silkworm, S. cynthia ricini (Vietnam population); neo-
Wneo-Z/neo-Zneo-Z (2n=26♀/26♂) in the ailanthus
silkworm, S. cynthia walkeri (Sapporo population); and
neo-WZ1Z2/Z1Z1Z2Z2 (2n=25♀/26♂) in the Shinju silk-
worm, S. cynthia subsp. indet. (Nagano population). The
neo-sex chromosomes in the latter two subspecies have
arisen by repeated sex chromosome–autosome fusions.
In addition, originally Z parts and all the autosomal parts
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of the neo-sex chromosomes correspond to the Z chro-
mosome and particular autosomes in S. cynthia ricini
(Yoshido et al. 2011b). These findings favour a hypoth-
esis that a common ancestor of S. cynthia ssp. had a
diploid chromosome number of 2n=28 and a WZ/ZZ
sex chromosome system (Yoshido et al. 2005b, 2011a).
However, a stronger support of the hypothesis, i.e.
obtained from cytogenetic analysis of a S. cynthia sub-
species with ancestral karyotype characteristics, is still
missing.

Kawaguchi (1937) described populations of the
Shinju silkmoth, S. cynthia pryeri, from Fukuoka
(Kyushu, Japan) and Kyoto (Honshu, Japan) with
14 meiotic bivalents and 28 mitotic chromosomes
in males, but did not report any data from females.
Nevertheless, this old report inspired us to carry out
a more extensive survey of S. cynthia populations
and search for specimens with an ancestral-like
karyotype with the aim to verify our hypothesis
on the sex chromosome evolution in S. cynthia
subspecies/populations. In the present work, we col-
lected samples of five populations of S. cynthia
pryeri from localities in three Japanese islands,
Kyushu, Shikoku and Honshu. We determined chro-
mosome numbers in both sexes and performed a
detailed analysis of the sex chromosome constitu-
tion using methods of molecular cytogenetics.
Furthermore, we compared the molecular composi-
tion of the W chromosome of S. cynthia pryeri and
neo-W chromosomes of the other S. cynthia sub-
species by fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH)
with W chromosome painting probes prepared by
means of laser microdissection of the W chromatin
from S. cynthia pryeri females.

Material and methods

Insects

We collected S. cynthia ssp. (Saturniidae) in five dif-
ferent localities in Japan, Toyota and Okayama
(Honshu), Fukuoka and Kagoshima (Kyushu) and
Takamatsu (Shikoku) in 2005–2011 (Fig. 1a). In
addition, we used specimens of S. cynthia walkeri
(Sapporo population, Hokkaido, Japan), S. cynthia
subsp. indet. (Nagano population, Honshu, Japan)
and S. cynthia ricini (Vietnam population) (for details,
see Yoshido et al. 2005b). While Peigler and Naumann

(2003) described the populations of S. cynthia collected
in Honshu (central part), Kyushu and Ryukyu islands as
S. pryeri, here we used the former classification of
subspecies, i.e. S. cynthia pryeri, which is consistent
with the manner used in our previous cytogenetic stud-
ies (Yoshido et al. 2005b, 2011a).

Construction of molecular phylogenetic tree

In samples of S. cynthia populations, a mitochondrial
DNA region (2,355 bp) encompassing the COI,
tRNALeu, COII and tRNALys genes was amplified by
DOP-PCR using two degenerate oligonucleotide
primers, 5′-CGAAAATGACTTTAYTCNACTAATC-
3′ (forward) and 5′-TCATTAGAAGTANTTGNTAAT
TTAC-3′ (reverse), as described in Yoshido et al.
(2011a). The PCR-generated fragments were
sequenced with an ABI PRISM 3100 Genetic
Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Tokyo, Japan).

A phylogenetic tree of S. cynthia geographic
populations was constructed by the maximum likeli-
hood method using the MEGA 5.0 software (Tamura
et al. 2011), with the nucleotide substitution model
GTR+G. The Chinese oak silkmoth, Antheraea pernyi
(Saturniidae), and the silkworm, Bombyx mori
(Bombycidae), were used as outgroups to construct
the tree. GenBank accession numbers of all sequences
used are AY048187 (B. mori), AY242996 (A. pernyi),
AB558964 (S. cynthia ricini), AB558962 (S. cynthia
walkeri), AB558963 (S. cynthia subsp. indet.),
AB775192 (Toyota), AB775193 (Okayama),
AB775194 (Takamatsu), AB775195 (Fukuoka),
AB775196 and AB775197 (Kagoshima). Bootstrap
values were estimated with 1,000 replicates.

Chromosome preparations

Spread chromosome preparations were made as
described in Yoshido et al. (2005b), with one modifi-
cation (see hypotonic treatment). Briefly, ovaries or
testes of the last instar larvae were dissected in a saline
solution and fixed for 10–15 min in Carnoy fixative
(ethanol, chloroform, acetic acid, 6:3:1). Hypotonic
treatment (75 mM KCl) for 10–15 min was done only
for testes before fixation. Cells were dissociated in
60 % acetic acid and spread on a heating plate at
50 °C. Preparations were then passed through a graded
ethanol series (70, 80 and 98 %, 30 s each) and stored
in the freezer at −20 °C until use.
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Fig. 1 a Distribution of S. cynthia subspecies in Japan. b Maxi-
mum likelihood tree showing phylogenetic relationships of eight
geographic populations of S. cynthia ssp. (Saturniidae),
constructed with the use of nucleotide sequences of a mitochon-
drial DNA fragment containing the COI, tRNALeu, COII and
tRNALys genes. The domesticated silkworm, B. mori

(Bombycidae), and the Chinese oak silkmoth, A. pernyi
(Saturniidae), were used as outgroups. Scale indicates the number
of base substitutions per site. The subtree on the right-hand side
shows the S. cynthia ssp. clade separately (only topology is
displayed). The bootstrap values (1,000 replicates) are shown next
to the branches
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Laser microdissection of the W chromosome
and preparation of W chromosome painting probes

For laser microdissection of the S. cynthia pryeri W
chromosome, we used preparations from ovaries of the
Toyota populations. This was possible because the
‘Toyota’ W chromosome was easily identified by its
small size and compact spherical form (see “Results”).
Chromosome spreads were prepared following the pro-
tocol described in Fuková et al. (2007) for laser micro-
dissection of W-chromatin bodies from polyploid
nuclei, with some modifications. Briefly, the ovaries
were dissected out from the fifth instar larvae,
hypotonized for 10 min in 75 mM KCl, fixed for
15 min in methanol/acetic acid (3:1) and spread in
60 % acetic acid on a glass slide coated with a polyeth-
ylene naphthalate membrane at 50 °C. The preparation
was stained with 4 % Giemsa. Microdissections were
performed with the help of a PALMMicroLaser System
(Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Munich, Germany)
as described in Kubickova et al. (2002). DNA of
microdissected samples, each containing 10–20W chro-
mosomes, was used as a template for PCR amplification
using a WGA4 GenomePlex Single Cell Whole
Genome Amplification Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA). PCR products were re-amplified using
WGA3 GenomePlex WGA Reamplification Kit
(Sigma-Aldrich) and then labelled with Cy3-dUTP
(GE Healthcare UK, Buckinghamshire, UK) using the
WGA3 Kit (for details, see Drosopoulou et al. 2012).

Fluorescence in situ hybridisation techniques

For the identification of W chromosomes, we used
GISH, where labelled female genomic DNA (gDNA)
probes were hybridised to female chromosome
spreads at the excess of unlabelled male gDNA (see
Sahara et al. 2003b). In some experiments, GISH was
combined with FISH with telomeric (TTAGG)n probes
that helped us to detect chromosome ends in pachy-
tene oocytes (for further explanation and preparation
of telomeric probes, see Yoshido et al. 2005b). We
also used CGH with differently labelled female and
male gDNA probes at a 1:1 ratio to examine molecular
composition of the W chromosomes (see Sahara et al.
2003a). For both GISH and CGH, gDNAs were
obtained separately from female and male larvae by
standard phenol–chloroform extraction. For FISH
with S. cynthia walkeri fosmid clones, we selected

two Z chromosome markers, clones 19B8 and 45A6,
and two chromosome 13 markers, clones 56J8 and
56J22 (for details, see Yoshido et al. 2011b). DNA
probes were labelled using a Nick Translation Mix
(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) with
Green-dUTP, Orange-dUTP and Red-dUTP (Abbott
Molecular Inc., Des Plaines, IL, USA) and Cy3-
dCTP and Cy5-dUTP (GE Healthcare UK).

All FISH experiments were carried out following
the procedure of Traut et al. (1999) for CGH with
slight modifications. Briefly, after removal from the
freezer, chromosome preparations were passed
through the graded ethanol series and air-dried.
Denaturation of chromosomes was done at 72 °C for
3.5 min in 70 % formamide, 2× saline sodium citrate
(SSC). For one preparation, the probe cocktail
contained 100–500 ng of each labelled DNA probe,
3 μg of unlabelled sonicated male gDNA and 25 μg of
sonicated salmon sperm DNA (Sigma-Aldrich) in
10 μl hybridisation solution (50 % formamide, 10 %
dextran sulphate, 2× SSC). The probe cocktail was
denatured for 5 min at 90 °C and then spotted on
denatured chromosomes. After incubation in a moist
chamber at 37 °C for 3 days, slides were washed at
62 °C in 0.1× SSC containing 1 % Triton X-100. The
slides were then counterstained and mounted in
antifade based on DABCO (1,4-diazabicyclo (2.2.2)-
octane), containing 0.5 μg/ml DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole) (both Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan).
Preparations were observed in a Leica DMRE HC
fluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan). Digital images were captured with a
DFC350FX B&W CCD camera (Leica Microsystems
Inc.) and processed with Adobe Photoshop CS4 as
described in Yoshido et al. (2005a).

Results

Phylogenetic relationships between geographical
populations of S. cynthia ssp.

We constructed a molecular phylogenetic tree using
mitochondrial DNA sequences of the COI + tRNALeu +
COII + tRNALys region to examine the evolutionary
relationship between five newly collected populations
(Toyota, Okayama, Fukuoka, Kagoshima and
Takamatsu; present study) and three previously examined
populations (Sapporo, Nagano and Vietnam; Yoshido et
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al. 2011a) of S. cynthia ssp. (Fig. 1b). In Kagoshima
population, we used two female individuals collected in
2006 and 2011, respectively; since they differed in karyo-
type characteristics (see below), we treated them as rep-
resentatives of two different populations. In the tree, the
newly collected populations formed a common clade
separated from the previously studied populations
(cf. Figure S2 in Yoshido et al. 2011a). Consistently with
Kawaguchi (1937), who described Fukuoka and Kyoto
populations as S. cynthia pryeri, we classified the newly
collected populations as S. cynthia pryeri group (Fig. 1a,
b). Accordingly, the clade formed by Sapporo and
Nagano populations was designated as S. cynthia walkeri
group (Fig. 1b).

Sex chromosome constitution in the S. cynthia pryeri
group

Cytogenetic analyses of S. cynthia pryeri populations
revealed that specimens from Toyota and Fukuoka
populations have identical chromosome numbers and a
similar sex chromosome constitution (Fig. 2a–k). Males
of both populations showed n=14 and 2n=28 chromo-
somes in meiotic and mitotic complements (Fig. 2b, c).
In females, a curious chromosome, largely composed of
heterochromatin, was easily distinguished by strong
DAPI staining not only in meiotic (n=14) and mitotic
(2n=28) complements but also in interphase nuclei
(Fig. 2d–f). Because no such chromosome was found
in the Toyota and Fukuoka males (Fig. 2a–c), we con-
cluded that this compact DAPI-highlighted element is a
W chromosome. However, a detailed inspection of
oogonial mitotic chromosomes revealed that the W
chromosome is composed of two parts, a highly hetero-
chromatic major part and a less condensed euchromatin-
like part (Fig. 2g). W chromosome univalents, which
were rarely observed in pachytene oocytes, showed a
similar structure (Fig. 2h). The heterochromatic part of
the W chromosome was strongly highlighted by GISH
(Fig. 2i, arrow) and easily differentiated from the W
pairing partner, the anticipated Z chromosome, in
pachytene complements. Weaker GISH signals identi-
fied the telomeric and/or subtelomeric region of the less
condensed part of the W chromosome (Fig. 2i, arrow-
head). Similar to other S. cynthia subspecies (Yoshido et
al. 2005b), GISH signals were also observed in an
interstitial segment of a bivalent carrying the nucleolar
organizer region (NOR) (Fig. 2i, asterisk) and telomeric
regions of autosome bivalents.

In most pachytene oocytes of Toyota and Fukuoka
populations, the W chromosome formed a curious
bivalent with the anticipated Z chromosome that was
wrapped around the highly heterochromatic W body.
A similar WZ pairing was observed in the oriental
tussock moth Artaxa subflava (Yoshido et al. 2006)
and the butterfly Bicyclus anynana with abnormally
small W chromosome (Van’t Hof et al. 2008). FISH
with the telomeric probe regularly identified three
telomeres in the sex chromosome bivalent, two at the
ends of the anticipated Z chromosome and one at the
end of the less condensed part of the W chromosome
that appeared paired with one end of the Z chromo-
some (Fig. 2j). FISH with two Z-derived fosmid
clones, 45A6 and 19B8, identified the Z chromosome
in the WZ bivalent (Fig. 2k) and confirmed thus that S.
cynthia pryeri of Toyota and Fukuoka populations
have a WZ/ZZ sex chromosome system.

In S. cynthia pryeri from Okayama and Takamatsu
populations, we could not establish laboratory cultures
because of discrepancy in eclosion timing between
females and males. Therefore, we investigated sex chro-
mosomes in these two populations using F1 females from
crosses between respective females and S. cynthia
walkeri males (Sapporo population) (Fig. 3a–d). The S.
cynthia walkeri males have 2n=26 with a pair of neo-Z
chromosomes that originated by fusion between the
ancestral Z chromosome and an autosome, corresponding
to chromosome 13 in S. cynthia ricini (see Yoshido et al.
2011b). Thus, if the mothers (females of Okayama and
Takamatsu populations) had a sex chromosome constitu-
tion similar to that in the Fukuoka and Toyota
populations, we expected to find in F1 females a trivalent
composed of S. cynthia walkeri neo-Z and S. cynthia
pryeri W and chromosome 13. Indeed, pachytene com-
plements in F1 female progeny of an Okayama mother
showed 12 autosome bivalents and a trivalent, easily
identified by the curious heterochromatinized W body
that was deeply stained with DAPI and strongly
highlighted byGISH (Fig. 3a, arrow). GISH signals were
also observed in the NOR-bivalent (Fig. 3a, asterisk).
The trivalent configuration of the sex chromosomes and
chromosome 13 was confirmed by telomere FISH
(Fig. 3b). In rarely observed trivalents without the W
ball-like structure, telomeric hybridisation signals were
found in both ends of the extended W chromosome
thread (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, fosmid-FISH mapping
using two Z chromosome markers (45A6 and 19B8
clones) and two chromosome 13 markers (56J8 and
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56J22 clones) confirmed that the trivalent is formed by
the father-derived neo-Z chromosome and the mother-
derived W chromosome plus chromosome 13 (Fig. 3d).
Similar results were obtained in F1 females from the cross
between a Takamatsu female and a S. cynthia walkeri
male (not shown). Both F1 male progenies showed
2n=27 chromosomes without any W heterochromatin
(not shown). Hence, we concluded that wild silkmoths
of the Okayama and Takamatsu populations have a 2n=
28 karyotype and aWZ/ZZ sex chromosome constitution

with a highly heterochromatic W chromosome similar to
that found in Fukuoka and Toyota populations.

Wild silkmoths of Kagoshima population seemed
to be exceptional among S. cynthia pryeri group as F1
females from the cross between a Kagoshima female
collected in 2006 and S. cynthia walkeri male did not
have any heterochromatinized chromosome in pachy-
tene complements. We observed 13 elements in the
complements, and GISH highlighted only an intersti-
tial segment of the NOR-bivalent and weakly labelled

Fig. 2 Sex chromosome constitution in males (a–c) and females
(d–k) of S. cynthia pryeri (Toyota and Fukuoka populations). Prep-
arations were stained with DAPI (light blue). a, d Interphase
nucleus; b, e mitotic metaphase complement; c, f pachytene com-
plement; g a detail of mitotic metaphase W chromosome; h a detail
of pachytene W univalent. Arrow in d–f indicates a curious
heterochromatinized W chromosome. Arrow in g and h points to
the highly heterochromatic part of the W chromosome; arrowhead
points to the euchromatin-like part. i Pachytene complement stained
with GISH. Cy3-labelled female genomic probe (red signals)
strongly highlighted the heterochromatic part (arrow) and also

identified the euchromatin-like part (arrowhead) of the W chromo-
some; the probe also highlighted a segment of the NOR-bivalent
(asterisk) associated with the nucleolus (N). j A part of pachytene
nucleus showing a curious WZ bivalent with chromosome ends
identified by FISH with a Cy3-labelled (TTAGG)n telomeric probe
(red signals). Drawing shows a schematic interpretation of the sex
chromosome configuration. kA part of pachytene nucleus showing
a WZ bivalent after FISH with two fosmid probes that mapped to
the Z chromosome, Orange-labelled probe of the 19B8 clone (red
signals) and Red-labelled probe of the 45A6 clone (yellow signals).
Bar represents 10 μm (a–f, i), 5 μm (h, j, k) and 2.5 μm (g)
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telomeric regions of some chromosomes (Fig. 3e). In
addition, using telomere FISH, we identified an
uneven bivalent (Fig. 3f, arrow). Then we confirmed
by fosmid-FISH mapping that this uneven bivalent is
formed by a father-derived neo-Z chromosome and a

mother derived chromosome 13 (Fig. 3g). Similar
results were obtained in F1 females obtained from
another female of Kagoshima population collected in
2006. The results together with 2n=27 chromosomes
found in F1 males (not shown) suggested a Z0/ZZ sex
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chromosome system in the Kagoshima population.
However, the karyotype and sex chromosome constitu-
tion of Kagoshima specimens collected in 2011 was
different from those collected in 2006. In this case, we
established a culture and performed a standard cytoge-
netic analysis in both sexes. We found 2n=28♀/28♂
karyotypes and a WZ/ZZ sex chromosome system with
a highly heterochromatic W chromosome in females,
similar to that observed in S. cynthia pryeri females of
Toyota and Fukuoka populations (see Fig. 2d–k). Thus,
we concluded that both theWZ and Z0 sex chromosome
constitutions occur in Kagoshima females.

Molecular differentiation of W chromosomes
in S. cynthia subspecies by CGH

We carried out CGH using genomic DNA of females
and males in specimens representing the S. cynthia
pryeri group (Fukuoka population) and in S. cynthia

walkeri (Sapporo population) (Fig. 4a–j). In S. cynthia
pryeri, both the female (green) and male (red) geno-
mic probes hybridised to all chromosomes, resulting
in yellowish colouration of chromatin, with a few
exceptions. Both probes highlighted a part of the
NOR-bivalent at very similar intensities (Fig. 4b,
asterisk). Stronger hybridisation signals of both
probes at similar intensities were also observed in
a part of the euchromatin-like part of the W chro-
mosome (Fig. 4d, e, arrowhead), whereas the high-
ly heterochromatic W body was preferentially and
strongly differentiated only with the female geno-
mic probe (Fig. 4b, d, e, arrows). Similar distribu-
tion and intensities of hybridisation signals were
observed in the W chromosomes from other
populations (Toyota, Okayama, Takamatsu and
Kagoshima) of the S. cynthia pryeri group (not
shown). In S. cynthia walkeri (Sapporo population),
both probes strongly highlighted the ancestral W-
part in the neo-W chromosome (Fig. 4f–j). Both
probes also highlighted a part of the NOR-bivalent
and telomeric regions of autosomes (Fig. 4g).
Results of CGH in S. cynthia subsp. indet. females
(Nagano population) were similar to those obtained
in S. cynthia walkeri (not shown).

We also compared gross molecular composition of
the W chromosomes between S. cynthia subspecies by
cross-hybridisation of female genomic probes
(Fig. 4k–v). The highly heterochromatic part of the
conspicuous W chromosomes in S. cynthia pryeri
group was highlighted only by S. cynthia pryeri
female genomic probes prepared from female speci-
mens carrying the W chromosome (Fig. 4k–p).
Similar results were obtained with female genomic
probes from all four populations of S. cynthia
pryeri group (not shown), which suggests a com-
mon origin of the curious W chromosomes in
these populations. Female genomic probes from
other subspecies did not hybridise to the highly
heterochromatic part of the conspicuous W chro-
mosomes (Fig. 4k–p) though they highlighted
either the whole euchromatin-like part of the W
chromosome (S. cynthia walkeri probe, Fig. 4m,
arrowhead) or the telomeric region of the latter part
(S. cynthia subsp. indet. and S. cynthia ricini probes,
Fig. 4n–p, arrowhead). By contrast, the heterochro-
matic part of the neo-W chromosome in S. cynthia
walkeri was differentiated by female genomic probes
from all subspecies (Fig. 4q–v).

Fig. 3 Sex chromosome constitution in F1 females from crosses
between S. cynthia pryeri females and S. cynthia walkeri males.
Okayama × Sapporo populations (a–d), Kagoshima × Sapporo
populations (e–g). Chromosomes were stained with DAPI (light
blue). a Pachytene complement stained with GISH; Cy3-
labelled female genomic probe (red signals) identified the
highly heterochromatinized part of the W chromosome (arrow)
and strongly highlighted a part of the NOR-autosome bivalent
(asterisk); N nucleolus. b, c A sex chromosome trivalent after
FISH with the Cy3-labelled (TTAGG)n telomeric probe (red
signals); drawing shows a schematic interpretation of the sex
chromosome trivalent. d A sex chromosome trivalent after FISH
with two fosmid probes that mapped to the ancestral part of the
neo-Z chromosome, Orange-labelled probe of the 19B8 clone
(red signal) and Red-labelled probe of the 45A6 clone (yellow
signal), and two fosmid probes that mapped to the autosomal
part of the neo-Z chromosome and to chromosome 13, Green-
labelled probe of the 56J8 clone (green signals) and Cy5-
labelled probe of the 56J22 clone (magenta signals). e Pachy-
tene complement stained with GISH; Cy3-labelled female
genomic probe (red signals) strongly highlighted a part of the
NOR-autosome bivalent (asterisk) but did not detect a W chro-
mosome; N nucleolus. f A part of pachytene nucleus after FISH
with the Cy3-labelled (TTAGG)n telomeric probe (red signals),
showing an uneven bivalent (arrow) with an unpaired terminal
segment; drawing shows a schematic interpretation of the
uneven bivalent. g A part of pachytene nucleus, showing an
uneven bivalent after FISH with two fosmid probes that mapped
to the ancestral part of the neo-Z chromosome, Orange-labelled
probe of the 19B8 clone (red signal) and Red-labelled probe of
the 45A6 clone (yellow signal), and two fosmid probes that
mapped to the autosomal part of the neo-Z chromosome and
to chromosome 13, Green-labelled probe of the 56J8 clone
(green signals) and Cy5-labelled probe of the 56J22 clone
(magenta signals). Bar represents 10 μm (a, e) and 5.0 μm
(b–d, f–g)
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Identification of shared parts of the neo-W and W
chromosomes

For a detailed comparison of the S. cynthia walkeri
neo-W chromosome and the S. cynthia pryeri W chro-
mosome, we used W-chromosome painting probes
prepared by laser microdissection of the W chromo-
some from females of S. cynthia pryeri (Toyota pop-
ulation) (Fig. 5a–n). In this experiment, we obtained

two types of W-painting probes. The type-1 W-probe
was highly specific for the heterochromatic part of the
conspicuous W chromosome in S. cynthia pryeri
(Fig. 5a–d, arrows) but did not hybridise to the
euchromatin-like part of the W chromosome
(Fig. 5b–d, arrowhead). However, the type-2
W-probe painted the whole W chromosome (i.e.
including the euchromatin-like part) in S. cynthia
pryeri females from Toyota population (Fig. 5e–h).
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Using the two types of W-probes with different
painting specificity, we carried out FISH in other S.
cynthia subspecies. The type-1 W-probe did not
hybridise to any part of the neo-W chromosome and
did not highlighted any other chromosome region in S.
cynthia walkeri, except weak hybridisation signals in
several telomeric regions (Fig. 5i). On the contrary, the
type-2 W-probe highlighted the heterochromatic seg-
ment of the neo-W chromosome in S. cynthia walkeri
(Fig. 5j). Hybridisation signals of the type-2 W-probe
colocalized with GISH signals, confirming thus that
the type-2 W-probe identified the ancestral part of the
neo-W chromosome (Fig. 5k–n). These results clearly
show that the highly heterochromatic part of the W
chromosome is specific to the S. cynthia pryeri and it
is absent in the genome of other S. cynthia subspecies,
whereas the euchromatin-like part of the S. cynthia
pryeri W chromosome shares significant sequence

homology with the ancestral heterochromatic segment
of the neo-W chromosome in S. cynthia walkeri.

Discussion

Previous studies showed that neo-sex chromosomes in
geographical populations of wild silkmoths, S. cynthia
ssp., evolved by repeated autosome-sex chromosome
fusions resulting in reduced chromosome numbers.
These studies also proposed a hypothesis that an
ancestral karyotype had a diploid chromosome num-
ber of 2n=28 and a standard WZ/ZZ sex chromosome
system (Yoshido et al. 2005b, 2011a, b). Our sampling
effort in western part of Japan (Fig. 1a) enabled us to
examine five populations of S. cynthia, all showing
ancestral-like karyotypes and a WZ sex chromosome
pair in females with the only exception: In Kagoshima
population, we found another female karyotype (2n=
27, Z0) in addition to that of 2n=28, WZ. However,
the W chromosome in females from these populations
differs considerably from W chromosomes in other
lepidopteran species (reviewed in Marec et al. 2010).
It is composed of two parts, a conspicuous heterochro-
matic body and a euchromatin-like ‘tail’. Moreover, it
shows a remarkable morphological stability throughout
cell cycles. A reconstructed molecular phylogenetic tree
of all so-far examined populations of S. cynthia placed
the five Western Japan populations into a common
clade, designated as S. cynthia pryeri group, clearly
separated from two other clades, one formed by central
plus northern Japan populations, S. cynthia walkeri
group, and the other by the Vietnam population,
S. cynthia ricini group (Fig. 1b).

Results of previous studies on sex chromosome
constitution in Lepidoptera and Trichoptera, the two
sister orders with female heterogamety, suggested that
the lepidopteran W chromosome arose in Tischeriina
plus Ditrysia as an evolutionary novelty from the Z0
sex chromosome system (Traut and Marec 1996;
Marec and Novák 1998; Lukhtanov 2000). However,
secondary losses of the W chromosome have occurred
independently and rather frequently in species of dif-
ferent clades of Ditrysia (see Fig. 3.4 in Marec et al.
2010). The W chromosome has also been lost in S.
cynthia ssp. This happened at least twice in S. cynthia
ricini (Yoshido et al. 2005b) and within Kagoshima
population (this study), which belongs to the S. cyn-
thia pryeri group (see Figs. 1 and 6). In the latter case,

Fig. 4 Comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) between
respective sexes in females of S. cynthia pryeri (a–e) and S.
cynthia walkeri (f–j) and between subspecies in females of S.
cynthia pryeri (k–p) and S. cynthia walkeri (q–v). Pachytene
chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI (light blue),
female-derived genomic DNA probes were labelled with
Green-dUTP (green), male-derived genomic DNA probes with
Cy3-dCTP (red). N nucleolus. a (DAPI image) and b (merged
image of both probes), Pachytene complement of S. cynthia
pryeri female. The female genomic probe strongly highlighted
the compact heterochromatin body of the W chromosome and
both probes highlighted a part of the NOR-bivalent (asterisk).
c–e A detail of the WZ bivalent: c DAPI image; d male genomic
probe; e female genomic probe. The female probe differentiated
both the heterochromatin body (arrow) and the euchromatin-
like part (arrowhead) of the W chromosome, whereas the male
genomic probe only the latter part (arrowhead). f (DAPI image)
and g (merged image of both probes), Pachytene complement of
S. cynthia walkeri female. CGH highlighted the ancestral het-
erochromatic part of the neo-W chromosome and an interstitial
segment of the NOR-bivalent (asterisk). h–j A detail of the neo-
Wneo-Z bivalent: h DAPI image; i male genomic probe; j
female genomic probe. Both probes strongly bound to the het-
erochromatic segment of the neo-W chromosome. k–p A detail
of the S. cynthia pryeri WZ bivalent stained with between-
subspecies CGH. q–v A detail of the S. cynthia walkeri neo-
Wneo-Z bivalent stained with between-subspecies CGH. k, n,
q, t DAPI images; l, r S. cynthia pryeri female genomic probe;
m, s S. cynthia walkeri female genomic probe; o, u S. cynthia
subsp. indet. female genomic probe; p, v S. cynthia ricini female
genomic probe. k–p The S. cynthia pryeri female genomic
probe differentiated both parts of the W chromosome (arrow
and arrowhead) in S. cynthia pryeri, whereas other S. cynthia
subspecies probes only the euchromatin-like part (arrowhead).
q–v All female genomic probes differentiated the ancestral
heterochromatic part of the neo-W chromosome in S. cynthia
walkeri. Bar represents 10 μm (a–j, q–v) and 5 μm (k-p)
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the W loss could result from asynaptic behaviour of the
sex chromosomes, rarely observed in pachytene oocytes
of S. cynthia pryeri (see Fig. 2h) that was followed by
random segregation of the W and Z chromosomes. The
Wabsence in S. cynthia ricini suggests aW-independent
mechanism of sex determination in S. cynthia. Thus,
dispensability of the W chromosome together with

infrequent asynapsis of the sex chromosomes seems to
be a plausible reason for repeated losses of the W
chromosome in S. cynthia ssp. and possibly also for
the relatively frequent W losses in the Ditrysia.

Using two methods, CGH and FISH with the W-
painting probes of two types (Figs. 4 and 5), we showed
that there is a considerable molecular divergence but also

F ig . 5 FISH wi th W-
chromosome painting probes
in females of two S. cynthia
subspecies, S. cynthia pryeri
(a–h) and S. cynthia walkeri
(i–n). Cy3-labelled W-probes
(red) were prepared from S.
cynthia pryeri. Pachytene
chromosomes were
counterstained with DAPI
(light blue). a–d Type-1
W-probe hybridised only to
the highly heterochromatic
part of the W chromosome in
S. cynthia pryeri. a Pachytene
complement. b–d A detail of
the WZ bivalent: b DAPI
image; c W-probe; d merged
image. e–h Type-2 W-probe
hybridised to the whole W
chromosome in S. cynthia
pryeri. e Pachytene comple-
ment. f–h A detail of the WZ
bivalent: f DAPI image;
g W-probe; h merged image.
i Type-1 W-probe hybridised
only to telomeric regions of
some bivalents in S. cynthia
walkeri. j Type-2 W-probe
hybridised to the heterochro-
matic segment of the neo-W
chromosome in pachytene
complements of S. cynthia
walkeri. k–n A detail of the
neo-Wneo-Z bivalent in S.
cynthia walkeri: k DAPI
image; l type-2 W-probe;
m GISH with Green-labelled
S. cynthia walkeri female
genomic probe (green);
n merged image. Note
that GISH and W-probe
signals largely colocalize and
both identified the hetero-
chromatic segment of the
neo-W chromosome. Bar
represents 10 μm (a–h) and
15 μm (i–n)
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a region of conserved homology between the W chro-
mosomes of S. cynthia pryeri group and the neo-W
chromosomes of S. cynthia walkeri group. The results
of CGH suggest that the highly heterochromatic part of
the W chromosome is composed of DNA repeats occur-
ring exclusively in females of the S. cynthia pryeri
group. A large block of female-specific DNA was also
found in the W chromosomes of two pyralid moths,
Plodia interpunctella and Garellia mellonella (Vítková
et al. 2007), but it did not reach the extent of preferential
binding of the female genomic probe to the highly het-
erochromatic W part of S. cynthia pryeri (see Fig. 4a–e).
CGH results also suggest that the euchromatin-like W
part in S. cynthia pryeri group and the ancestral part of
the neo-W chromosomes in S. cynthia walkeri group
share homologous DNA sequences that are common in
the other chromosomes of both sexes in all S. cynthia

ssp. (Fig. 4f-p). A similar composition of the W chro-
mosome was reported in several lepidopteran species
including B. mori, where the W chromosome is largely
composed of transposable elements dispersed in the
whole genome (Sahara et al. 2003b; Abe et al. 2005;
reviewed in Marec et al. 2010). Additionally, FISH with
the W-painting probes of two-types (Fig. 5) further cor-
roborated results of CGH. This method clearly showed
that the highly heterochromatic part of the S. cynthia
pryeriW chromosome is composed of sequences absent
or underrepresented in the genomes of other subspecies
and that the euchromatin-like part of the S. cynthia pryeri
W chromosome corresponds to the ancestral W part of
the neo-W chromosome in S. cynthia walkeri group.

On the basis of conserved homology and similarity
between W chromosomes and in accord with the
molecular phylogenetic tree (see Fig. 1b), we propose
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Fig. 6 Hypothetical scenarios of the sex chromosome evolution
in eight geographical populations of S. cynthia. Chr12 and
Chr13 indicate autosomes corresponding to chromosome 12
and chromosome 13 in S. cynthia ricini, respectively (see
Yoshido et al. 2011b); a and b indicate two alternative forms

of the ancestral W chromosome; asterisk indicates another sce-
nario with an ancestral Z0/ZZ sex chromosome system in all S.
cynthia ssp. and acquisition of the W chromosome of either type
in a common ancestor of the Japanese populations
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three hypothetical scenarios for the sex chromosome
evolution in S. cynthia subspecies and/or populations
(Fig. 6). According to the first scenario, the W chromo-
some in S. cynthia pryeri group represents an ancestral
state (Fig. 6a). This scenario is supported by the diploid
chromosome number (2n=28) and the standard sex
chromosome constitution (WZ) in S. cynthia pryeri
females. Then the karyotypes of S. cynthia ricini and
S. cynthia pryeri (some individuals of Kagoshima pop-
ulation) females could be easily explained by the sec-
ondary loss of the W chromosome. Further, the sex
chromosome–autosome fusion in the S. cynthia walkeri
group would be accompanied with deletion of the highly
heterochromatic part of the S. cynthia pryeri W chro-
mosome. The second scenario is based on the assump-
tion that the W chromosome of a common ancestor of S.
cynthia subspecies was composed only of a part corre-
sponding to the euchromatin-like part of the W chromo-
some in the S. cynthia pryeri group (Fig. 6b). In this
case, the ancestral W chromosome (a) would fuse with
an autosome(s) resulting in neo-W chromosomes as
found in the S. cynthia walkeri group or (b) would
acquire the highly heterochromatic part as found in the
S. cynthia pryeri group. Although the considerable
sequence homology of the ancestral W part with the
corresponding parts of the W chromosomes in all S.
cynthia ssp. seems to favour this scenario, the unclear
origin of the highly heterochromatic W part in the S.
cynthia pryeri group represents a weak point.
Theoretically, this part could have arisen by accumula-
tion of repetitive elements occurring scattered in the
genome or could have originated by fusion with a B
chromosome. Thirdly, there is another possible scenario
that a common ancestor of S. cynthia ssp. had a Z0/ZZ
sex chromosome system. In this case, the W chromo-
some of either a or b type in Fig. 6 would arise in a
common ancestor of the Japanese populations of S.
cynthia (see branch marked with asterisk in Fig. 6).
Then a common ancestor of all S. cynthia ssp. would
have a karyotype of 2n=27 as S. cynthia ricini, and the
Japanese populations would further evolve following
either the first or second scenarios. However, since we
lack supporting arguments for any of these scenarios,
the ancestral state of the karyotype in S. cynthia ssp.
remains to be clarified.

Theories on the evolution of sex chromosomes are
largely based on results obtained in organisms with male
heterogamety (e.g. Charlesworth et al. 2005; Bachtrog
2006), but a little is known how these theories apply to

organisms with female heterogamety such as birds
(Ellegren 2011) or moths and butterflies (Sahara et al.
2012). In this work, we showed dynamic changes of the
sex chromosome constitution, including the W chromo-
some loss on the one hand and the formation of neo-sex
chromosomes on the other hand, within one species
complex, S. cynthia ssp. Similar changes in the sex
chromosome constitution were found also in organisms
with male heterogamety, but within the whole genus
such asDrosophila (Kaiser and Bachtrog 2010) or spiny
rats, Tokudaia (Murata et al. 2012). Thus, geographical
populations/subspecies of S. cynthia represent a unique
model for the study of sex chromosome evolution. A
comparative sequence analysis of sex chromosomes in
S. cynthia ssp. could significantly contribute to under-
standing the early steps of molecular differentiation
between the neo-W and neo-Z chromosomes or to clar-
ifying the role of the highly differentiated W chromo-
somes. In addition, sex chromosomes appear to play a
disproportionally large role in speciation (Presgraves
2008; Qvarnström and Bailey 2009). Recently, Kitano
et al. (2009) showed that neo-sex chromosomes contrib-
ute to reproductive isolation between closely related
species of the stickleback fishes. Moreover, there is
growing evidence that not only X chromosomes but also
Y chromosomes can contribute to the formation of
reproductive barriers as found, for example, in crosses
between mice species (Tucker et al. 1992; Campbell et
al. 2012), European rabbit subspecies (Geraldes et al.
2008) and Drosophila species (Llopart et al. 2005;
Ferree and Barbash 2009; Sweigart 2010). In view of
these findings, further research on sex chromosomes in
S. cynthia ssp. could help us to elucidate the role of sex
chromosome constitution in reproductive isolation and
speciation of organisms with female heterogamety.
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